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Abstract 
This paper provides a comparative study of two large organisations (a Higher Education Institute, the University of 
Hertfordshire based in Hatfield, Hertfordshire and a Pharmaceutical Company, Pfizer based in Sandwich, Kent) that 
proactively managed their own bus operations that led to a complete reworking of the public transport infrastructure 
within their respective regions with varying success. The case studies indicated that it is possible to re-craft the 
provision of  local transport infrastructure and services on an area by an organisation (to its own benefit and/or its 
wider community) – but the approach has to be proactive and work in wider partnership with other organisations and 
wider community. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper provides a comparative study of two large organisations (a Higher Education Institute (HEI), the 
University of Hertfordshire based in Hatfield, Hertfordshire and a Pharmaceutical Company, Pfizer based in 
Sandwich, Kent) (Fig. 1). The examples presented were selected due to each of them proactively setting up and 
managing a bus operation (one was and still is wholly owned, as in the case of the University, and the other was set 
up with a commercial operator, as in the Pfizer case). The extent and success, to which each example led to a 
reworking of the public transport network and infrastructure within their respective counties, are outlined and 
discussed in order to provide a narrative outlining the context behind each case study. The paper attempts to 
determine the reasons behind these organisations adopting their respective travel approaches and discusses which 
approach best provides a sustainable model for implementing local public transport solutions for other 
counties/organisations to learn from.  
 
 
Fig. 1 Location of University of Hertfordshire and Pfizer Inc. within the United Kingdom 
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1.1. The Transport Act (1985) 
The Transport Act (1985) provided the United Kingdom with a framework for bus deregulation (privatisation), 
which resulted in the breakup of the National Bus Company outside of London (which remains regulated). The 
stated objective of the 1985 Act was to improve public transport and let private sector competition deliver what was 
required to meet the public’s travel requirements. However, the context at the time was strongly pro-car, against 
planning and against local authorities and public bodies having more than just a residual role (Mackie et al., 1995). 
Under this new environment, the bus network was broken up into multiple commercial operations. Local 
Passenger Transport Authorities (PTAs) provided some limited statutory coordination, mainly acting as a provider 
of last report for socially necessary routes that were not deemed commercially viable. This de-regulated approach 
created variable, inconsistent and un-integrated service provision throughout the UK, with large bus operators 
dominating regions and cities (ibid.). Effectively operating monopolies, these large companies provided services that 
suited their own priorities, not those of the public or employers. 
This Act is often quoted (outside of London and Northern Ireland), as the main obstacle to planning integrated 
and easily understood public transport networks within the UK. Providing multi-operator ticketing (and joint 
marketing material) were considered, or at least perceived to be anti-competitive behaviour if provided by any 
operator or local authority. The risk of prosecution by the Office of Fair Trading, under the Competition Act, was 
threatened if operators were seen to be working together. The Act also reduced the coverage of the bus network 
through large bus companies acquiring smaller companies, and closing down less profitable routes that were 
subsidised prior to 1985 (CBT, 2009). This has worked against the introduction of such products into the market 
(outside of London). For example, integrated smart ticketing products have been proved to increase the use of public 
transport, within London and outside of the UK (Sharaby et al., 2012), and is therefore a desirable intervention to 
pursue. At this time the de-regulated bus industry made such interventions politically challenging, even though 
technical solutions were possible (CBT, 2009; Docherty and Shaw, 2008).   
1.2. The Competition Act (1988) 
Missing from all this legislation was the concept of public transport as a network that could compete with the 
private motor car in terms of cost and convenience. The Office of Fair Trading and the Competition Act (1988) 
made this difficult to achieve in practice. The Act effectively prevented multi-operator cross ticketing or co-
operation on regular interval or metro style services. This, and the 1985 Transport Act, combined with a lack of 
ring-fenced funding and co-ordination between different tiers of local government, has led to the decline in bus use 
outside of London (CBT, 2009). The decade between 2000 and 2010 witnessed a major leap forward in the 
promotion of sustainable transport when the Transport Act 2000 (DETR, 2000) was enacted. This Act gave LAs 
powers to introduce work place parking charges and road user levies, creating a direct impact on business. Under 
this Act, LAs were also obliged to develop Local Transport Plan (LTPs) Strategies, many of which formally 
incorporated Travel Plans (TPs) into planning obligations (pers. comm., Wilkinson, 2011). This amended Act also 
introduced the concept of Quality Contracts (QCs) and Quality Partnerships (QPs) between Local Authorities (LAs) 
and bus operators, outside of the statutory environment that existed (which still exists within London and Northern 
Ireland). These partnerships would be encouraged to develop and improve infrastructure and service frequency 
along public transport corridors by LAs and operators, entering into statutory agreements. However, because of the 
complexities of the Competition Act (OFT, 1998), (which in terms of public transport was introduced to increase 
competition between operators, and in theory to drive down ticket prices) no QPs and only a handful of QCs were 
taken forward (Davidson and Knowles, 2006).  
1.3. Quality Contracts and Quality Partnerships  
Quality Contracts and QPs have been seen as difficult to develop, expensive to set up and likely to generate 
conflict between operators, while statutory partnerships have been seen to be complex and legalistic. However, 
Hertfordshire County Council did succeed in creating a voluntary partnership for public transport information 
provision in 1998, encompassing the whole county and all operators. This “INTALINK” partnership has generally 
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proved successful. The University, in partnership with Hertfordshire County Council and other operators in its 
immediate vicinity, developed such a partnership (branded Network St Albans), using powers set out in the revised 
Transport Act (2008) to create QPs. The aim of UNO helping to set up Network St Albans was to better integrate its 
own services with those of other operators. Developing QPs in St Albans and latterly in Watford and Hemel 
Hempstead resulted in securing further government and European Funding, through partnership working (pers. 
comm. Sykes, 2010). It is against this context that this paper presents two case study examples of organisations that 
actively engaged with and challenged the issues outlined previously. Their respective approaches are presented as 
exemplars in delivering sustainable transport alternatives within their respective locations, with a critique provided 
on their success or failures. 
The aim of this paper is to provide a comparative critical narrative using two case study approaches to the setting 
up and delivery of bus services at the organisational level.  
Specific objectives include analysis of how the case studies attempted to re-organise local bus service provision 
from an intra-organisational and area wide perspective with their respective impacts on their local communities 
including employee travel through wider TP interventions discussed. The method employed makes use of historic 
narratives, alongside longitudinal empirical commuter survey data from the two case studies. The paper attempts to 
provide an evidence base to compare the relative success or failure, through critically discussing which model 
provides the most sustainable delivery framework.  
2.  Case Studies 
2.1. University of Hertfordshire – A United Kingdom Higher Education Institute  
The University of Hertfordshire established its own bus company in 1992 (branded UNO since 2005), making 
use of the powers set out in the Transport Act 1985 (DoT, 1985). At the time, the incumbent operators in the area 
were still recovering from the aftermath of the breakup of the London Country network but in addition were deemed 
too expensive and unable to meet the University’s needs. The organisation required a bus network to move a 
substantial number of students between its campuses and local hospitals, where applied training took place for its 
undergraduate and postgraduate nursing degrees. As employee numbers grew in line with the expansion of the 
University, and the wider HE sector in the 1990s, there was an increasing need to provide public transport 
alternatives for daily staff and students commuting in. 
One of the key aspects of the University’s overall TP offering, as was and is still the case, is that it provides 
public transport links to and from its campuses and strategic employment/placement sites across Hertfordshire. This 
model has seen a reduction in employee car use of around fifteen per cent between 2003 and 2013 (UH 2013). 
During this period, the University changed from a Polytechnic, based on an engineering/aerospace industry to a new 
university increasingly focused to meet the needs of the service-sector, primarily the health sector. In order to assist 
this, an existing intercampus service was expanded into what has become a 100 vehicle operation serving Hatfield, 
North and Central Hertfordshire, South Bedfordshire, North London and most recently Northampton, where a joint 
venture with the University of Northampton was launched in 2012. UNO’s bus network has since developed into an 
area-wide travel planning solution, providing services that meet the needs of both the University, large organisations 
in the surrounding vicinity, but importantly also benefiting the wider community, which currently provides over 
sixty per cent of all users. This area wide and inclusive travel planning approach has proved a more financially 
viable and sustainable model to delivering a medium sized bus operation within Hertfordshire. 
2.2. Pfizer Inc. – Pharmaceutical Company  
Pfizer’s intra-organisational TP for its Sandwich site, Kent was launched in 1998. Between 1998 and 2001, Pfizer 
succeeded in achieving a twenty per cent reduction in car use. In 2001 employees opting not to commute by car 
received £2 a day payment direct to their salary, with the company introducing a car share database and paying for 
eight miles of local cycle routes. Other TP based interventions included improving cycle storage and changing 
rooms on site, introducing discounts on public transport and the provision of subsidised Pfizer contract buses for 
their employees to directly serve the Sandwich site. Six routes, served by twelve vehicles, including a free to use 
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shuttle to Sandwich Railway Station and town centre, were provided for employees. There was some limited pump 
priming on one public bus route serving the local community. The contract services were not available for use by the 
general public, but a substantial impact on local travel was seen through the reduction of car use in the local 
community. 
The organisation’s TP interventions were seen as an exemplar within the UK at this time (DfT, 2002), and pre-
dated the ‘Smarter Choices Agenda’ that was to emerge in the field of local travel planning after 2003 (pers. comm., 
Wilkinson, 2011). However, the majority of interventions implemented as part its TP were not available to the wider 
community, as was and is the case with the University. In 2011, Pfizer announced that it was to close its site at 
Sandwich, with the loss of over 2,400 jobs. This led to a loss of the travel interventions that had developed within 
this particular location. The impact of which is discussed later. 
3. The UNO Experience - University of Hertfordshire: Hatfield, Hertfordshire  
The reasons leading to the establishment of a subsidiary bus company by the University of Hertfordshire in the 
early 1990s are documented in the recently published official history of the University (University of Hertfordshire, 
2012).  Crucially the combination of the geography of the University coupled with the state of transport provision in 
the surrounding community led the organisation to undertake a number of initiatives which have been sustained for 
over twenty years.  Hatfield Polytechnic, from which the University was established, had by the late 1980s grown to 
about 6,000 students but spread across campuses located within central Hertfordshire. The main campus was in 
Hatfield alongside the A1(M) motorway, two miles from the New Town Centre and Hatfield Railway Station was a 
further half a mile in the Old Town.  
3.1. The Geographical Context 
Hertfordshire forms an administrative area to the immediate North of the Greater London boundary.  With a 
population of over one million inhabitants, the county is generally prosperous with higher than average levels of 
educational achievement, employment and socio economic status (HCC, 2011). The county is a mixture of urban 
and rural landscape with many small and medium towns and cities and no large conurbations. Many of the residents 
work and commute into London given the excellent North-south corridors into and out of London that cut through 
the county. These include three major rail corridors, the East Coast Main Line, the Midland Mainline and the West 
Coast Mainline and major motorway/trunk routes including the A10, the A1(M) and the M1. The M25 cuts East-
West across Hertfordshire, although there are no other East-West corridors. The lack of East-West links are not 
surprising given the transport infrastructure and the socio economic status of the population, and that Hertfordshire 
has one of the highest levels of car ownership of any area in the United Kingdom (ibid.). 
3.2. The Growth of Higher Education in the United Kingdom 
Against this background, Hatfield Polytechnic grew in the 1970s and 1980s. Relatively small in Polytechnic 
terms, a large number of students (around 1,500 lived in Halls of Residence) and all staff lived in the surrounding 
community and commuted in on a daily basis. With the pattern of public transport that existed (mainly North-south) 
the vast majority (eighty per cent plus) commuted in by private motor car. Even as far back as 1969 there were 
internal Polytechnic reports bemoaning the lack of car parking space. Bus services to the Polytechnic were relatively 
infrequent although based in a town of 25,000 inhabitants, the organisation did not benefit from frequent bus 
services.  As railway stations were over two miles away from all campuses, the Polytechnic would have to use the 
bus to provide a suitable solution. 
3.3.  Bus Deregulation in the United Kingdom 
By the late 1980s, bus services in Hertfordshire were changing as a result of bus deregulation that had taken place 
in the mid-1980s. Hitherto, bus services in Hertfordshire had been operated by London Country, which in turn had 
been part of London Transport before being broken up into separate companies. London Country North East (which 
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operated in most of the centre of Hertfordshire and eastwards) was one of the four companies created from London 
Country in the run up to de-regulation. Thus at the time of considering the needs of the Polytechnic in 1989, the 
state of the bus industry was in a state of flux (University of Hertfordshire, 2012). 
3.4. Establishing a University Bus Company 
The decision was thus taken by the then University of Hertfordshire (which the Hatfield Polytechnic became 
following an Act of Parliament in 1992) to address its transport needs in the early 1990s through establishing its 
own bus operation.  Higher Education in the UK was expanding at this time, with many Polytechnics becoming 
universities. In Hertfordshire the University merged with the County College of Art and Design in St Albans and 
three nursing and midwifery colleges which were attached to local hospitals. Taken together with organic growth, 
student numbers rose to over 15,000 and staff numbers grew correspondingly. The main sites in Hatfield could not 
cope with the increasing traffic pressures leading to local traffic congestion and car parking issues, especially 'on-
street' parking in local roads thereby worsening relations with the local community. The problem remained of how 
to link the disparate sites of the University together across the county, especially as students were moved between 
sites and new residential blocks that were based within the community. With growing student numbers, the majority 
commuted in daily rather than living on campus in halls of residence.   
From 1989 the Polytechnic established private only inter-campus services, tendering from a local coach 
contractor. The local bus operators were not able to help because of the state of the industry at that time. Within a 
year the decision was taken to deliver the inter-campus service in-house, as the coach contractor was not able to 
deliver services as required, and in any event as the requirement grew the cost of contracting out was not thought to 
be financially sustainable. The 'in house' operation expanded as the Polytechnic grew and the routes took on the 
pattern of public transport routes with regular stopping points and the acquisition of single deck buses from London 
Transport to operate the services. A permit allowed the charging of fares from the 'internal' customers. Again the 
service reached the point where funding would not allow for further expansion. This is always the issue with 
privately contracted transport in that there is no off-setting commercial income to mitigate the costs of running the 
service, which then have to be borne in full by the contracting body. Two choices were considered, first to enter into 
a partnership with a bus operator, or to ask the Passenger Transport Authority (Hertfordshire County Council) to 
contract routes on a subsidy basis which would mitigate the full cost. Second was for the University to translate its 
private only services into commercially registered services open to the general public. This latter option was the one 
chosen, as it was felt it would give the University greater control over the operation and costs. It did not prove 
difficult to translate the private services into commercially registered services. The private services already operated 
to a regular timetable stopping at local bus stops. Drivers had been recruited and maintenance arrangements made. 
On this basis, an operating licence was obtained and commercial operations began in November 1992. This is the 
model that remains in place today.  
3.5. Designing the UNO Network 
Once routes are designed to meet the needs of the local community and the general public, these are fused with 
the travel needs of the students and staff of the University. This is translatable across all large scale organisations 
which are similar to universities. A well-designed route network will be attractive to the local community, 
connecting towns and villages and estates to each other, to facilities such as hospitals, main transport nodes such as 
railway stations and to places of employment, for example, business parks, universities, colleges and schools. This 
model should generate good commercial revenue that will off-set the cost of carriage of students and staff, whose 
travel needs led originally to the creation of the service. It then becomes a case of bus economics in that if, for 
example, each bus on the road across a working day costs £120,000 a year to operate and a service needs ten buses 
to run frequently. As long as at least £1.2 million can be generated a year then the service becomes viable and 
sustainable into the long term. This is as much to do with good travel planning as anything else, in that the 
identification of synergies between the needs of different markets will lead to the creation and operation of public 
transport on a sustainable basis.  
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3.6.  Quality Partnership Development  
In 2008, the University began to work in partnership to develop the UKs first voluntary QP. Branded ‘Network St 
Albans’, it aimed to create an integrated public transport network through partnership working. This would provide 
residents of and visitors to St Albans with a real and attractive alternative for many of the journeys currently made 
by private car. Network St Albans would also help St Albans District Council (SADC) and Hertfordshire County 
Council to cut traffic-related road congestion, air and noise pollution, assist businesses in the city recruit and retain 
staff, and maintain the city’s position of an attractive visitor destination. The Transport Act (2008) provided the 
legal basis for the establishment of such a voluntary partnership.  The fully integrated approach being adopted by the 
Network St Albans model helped to develop a network to include the following: 
x Routes and corridors designated with a minimum service level based on demand, with integration between rail 
and bus (where feasible) 
x Real Time/Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) information on all routes serving the QP area, with public 
display using screens, mobile and internet technology (where suitable) 
x A common and interchangeable ticketing scheme, possibly incorporating smartcard technology, for integrated 
ticketing between services and operators 
x Traffic management schemes, parking controls, street works orders and bus priority schemes, supported by 
strong enforcement measures that allow buses to offer quick and punctual services at all times 
x Route specific marketing 
x Introduction of a wider city Travel Plan Strategy, which will develop an on-going set of measures aimed at 
enhancing the QP 
x Working with and integrating the new initiative for developing and implementing railway station Travel Plan 
Strategies at both the St Albans and Hatfield Railway Stations. 
To fulfil the aims and objectives, five working groups were developed. These cover Infrastructure, Network 
Planning, Ticketing and Fares, Marketing and Communications and Travel Planning. A works timeline was 
developed to include short, medium and long term measures relating to specific tasks to be completed within the 
structure of these working groups. 
4. Pfizer Inc.: Sandwich, Kent 
The Pfizer Sandwich site was established as a manufacturing base in 1952. By the 1990s, Sandwich was the main 
Pfizer base in the UK with the organisation being the third largest pharmaceutical company in the world. The 
structure of the company was such that there were sales and marketing departments in every country, a 
manufacturing group in many larger countries and a research department for developing new drugs in a limited 
number of countries. These three divisions were all based on one site at Sandwich in the 1990s. However, the UK 
research had been particularly successful (including Viagra) and there was a wish to expand the company 
substantially from the late 1990s. It was the intention to expand the Sandwich site to accommodate up to about 
11,000 people, after removing the sales and marketing group to a new site at Walton Oaks near Reigate. The 
Sandwich site and indeed the Reigate site are some distance from any town and from any viable public transport 
services. 
4.1. Development Viable Public Transport Solutions 
With the origins of the site in manufacturing, the company had chosen to provide a ‘works bus’ system, initially 
this was provided in house. However, sometime in the 1990s this was contracted to a commercial operator, in this 
instance Stagecoach. The services initially served locations where most manufacturing workers lived - largely to the 
immediate towns in the area - the Thanet towns (Margate, Ramsgate and Broadstairs), Deal and Dover. Sandwich 
Town centre is about a mile from the site. There was no service to the town, although some scheduled buses and 
Deal buses passed the site.   
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With the growth of research and a university educated workforce, Canterbury had become an attractive location 
for young graduates without cars to live in, which encouraged services to Canterbury to be established. Demand was 
growing and there was a desire to introduce an extra service to the west of the Thanet towns - Birchington. The 
Canterbury service was provided by the operator Stagecoach, at a significant increase in the contract price, but the 
extra service into Sandwich was found to be cheaper to contract to another operator. 
4.2. Developing an Integrated Travel Plan 
With the plans for rapidly expanding site population and with the context at the time in 1998 of the then just 
published Government Integrated Transport Plan, as well as the scale of the Pfizer operation having an impact on 
the local community, Pfizer embarked on developing a TP. Professor John Whitelegg was appointed to carry out 
surveys and make recommendations for a transport strategy. In late 1998 John Elliott was appointed as Transport 
and Planning Manager to assist in all aspects of development and liaison with LAs on planning and transport issues.   
The Pfizer TP has been a model for the early development of travel planning and is well documented with 
various technical papers and seminars presented in Government guidance. The TP was approved in principal in 1999 
and largely implemented by 2001. The TP had eight basic elements, which are outlined in further detail in a 
government publication; Making Travel Plans Work. Lessons from UK Case Studies (DoT, 2002). While the 
parking Cash Out system is a well-known Pfizer TP innovation, the bus arrangements were significant innovations 
at the time.  
4.3. Designing the Pfizer Bus Network 
From the travel surveys, focus groups and understanding by people on site, as well as GIS plotting of home 
locations, it was recognised that four separate services were required into the Thanet towns. A single Canterbury 
route, recognising that traveling through Canterbury at peak times was and is difficult, a single route through Deal 
and the continuation of the single Dover route was established. Other local towns of Herne Bay and Whitstable did 
not seem to stack up and nor did Folkestone with insufficient numbers of potential passengers; nevertheless it was 
recognised that if the service was reasonably successful, the single service to Canterbury would reach over capacity. 
Each route would operate at existing times on the traditional working hours with arrival times at 8am and 9am and 
departure times of 4.30pm and 5.30pm.   
There was a scheduled service in East Kent that travelled from the Thanet towns through Sandwich and on to 
Deal and Dover, known as the Compass Route and there was also another route from Deal via Sandwich to 
Canterbury which although going through Sandwich did not serve the site which is one mile North of Sandwich. 
Stagecoach was the only operator in East Kent so negotiating a contract proved difficult. However, if Pfizer did find 
another operator willing to provide a different sort of service, this would have provided some competition for 
Stagecoach to deliver a model that would have benefitted the community. This was certainly true for the 1999 
contract. It should be noted that no operator was willing to provide an alternative scheduled public bus service in 
competition with Stagecoach. 
4.4.  Contract Management  
From the focus groups and knowledge of passengers there was considerable concern about the reliability of the 
scheduled services, particularly some of the contract services not turning up, arriving late and some being 
significantly early. It was important in the new contract that an incentive be provided to the operator to expand the 
market. Pfizer also wanted to provide services to cover manufacturing workers seven days a week with 7am to 7pm 
and 7pm to 7am shifts, a service to Canterbury for late working and ideally a method for enhancing bus services 
without a massive increase in contract price for an extra service as demand increased.   
For the contract buses, a price was negotiated for providing the services and the fare box was collected by 
Stagecoach with a proportion kept by the operator, depending on service quality. Reporting and monitoring of the 
service by Pfizer facilities staff or by Stagecoach themselves would not provide a satisfactory arrangement or would 
be too costly to operate, so a reporting system using a Bus User Group was developed. Stagecoach would lose a 
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proportion of the fare box depending on the number of complaints received. These complaints were based on 
cleanliness, early and/or late running - at the start of service but not along the corridor, as traffic congestion was out 
of the control of Stagecoach. It had been hoped that the fare box would cover additional services if they were 
required as the buses would be full. However, this was never tested.   
4.5. Integrating Pfizer Bus Services with Public Services 
For the North-South Compass Route this was realised to be well suited to meet shift worker’s needs, seven days a 
week. However, there was a requirement to substantially enhance the service and to cover the early morning and 
later evening periods with higher frequency buses. Stagecoach agreed a pump priming deal that Pfizer would pay for 
enhancing this service, with half the pump priming for the first year, thirty five per cent for the second year and 
fifteen per cent for the third year. They hoped that the higher service frequency would then generate sufficient extra 
public bus passengers to pay for the extra services. The service was also rebranded, but in the event was not 
effectively marketed by Stagecoach. 
As part of the contract with Stagecoach the same discounted fares were provided on the scheduled Compass 
service and the scheduled Sandwich/Canterbury service for all Pfizer passengers. Combined with the Pfizer contract 
buses delivering people to railway stations, Pfizer also negotiated discounts with South East Trains for passengers 
travelling outwards to Sandwich in the morning peak and also to a small outpost at Sittingbourne. These were to all 
stations close to the relevant sites. Forty days before Stagecoach ceased the Compass service they informed Pfizer 
that the service would be withdrawn having collected the first and second instalments of the pump priming but not 
the final third payment (Note that in England all scheduled services are required to be registered with the Traffic 
Commissioners and 42 days public notice has to be given before any changes are introduced). 
In addition, Pfizer wanted to provide services to Sandwich and the local railway station for visitors and staff to 
link with the Deal / Sandwich / Canterbury service to provide extra capacity at peak times and services at different 
times of day for people living in Canterbury. As the market for this local service changed quite dramatically during 
the period it was decided to provide the Sandwich link semi-in-house, where Pfizer bought the vehicles and contract 
drivers were provided for a free to use mini bus to Sandwich. This operated at ten minute intervals and was used 
throughout the day for employees, as well as providing an effective service for the working residents of Sandwich to 
reach the site for the first time. This internal bus service was also used to move employees within the site and also 
provided a lunch time service to the Pfizer sports and social club, one and a half miles north of the main site.   
This combination of two scheduled (Stagecoach) routes and seven different contract routes operating two to three 
times in the morning and evening, provided an enhanced public transport service to Pfizer’s rural site and resulted in 
a more than doubling of passengers arriving by public transport amongst a high income group.  During the period of 
the contract, Pfizer probably had the best bus service in East Kent for reliability, punctuality and indeed cleanliness. 
However, although people from high income groups were captured – those who were used to luxury cars; 
cleanliness and the environment of scheduled buses, found that the services were not always to their satisfaction.   
After the incident with Stagecoach withdrawing the pump primed Compass service, for the 2003 contract 
renewal, Stagecoach was still invited. However, they put in a much higher price than the previous one, and in fact 
Pfizer decided that a high quality service should still be provided, which was secured by an alternative operator 
(Buzz Lines). Without the same reliability, the same bus had to get back from Canterbury to provide the 5.30 service 
and was often late and the overall cost of the contract was considerably higher. However, Buzz Lines did provide a 
good service and had been providing the Walton Oaks buses and mini buses to a high standard and generally Pfizer 
was satisfied. Nevertheless when serious cuts appeared in 2006/2007 it was difficult to maintain a respectable 
contracted bus service.  
5. Conclusions 
In the late 20th century, there was probably a sense of optimism amongst both transport planners and bus 
operators following the 1998 Government Integrated Transport Strategy, which identified buses as the solution to 
the countries local transport problems. It is interesting to note that the late 1990s were probably seen as the ‘golden 
age’ of local transport when there was virtually a bi-partisan view that the private car could not cater for continued 
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traffic growth and that environmental sustainability considerations and alternative modes to the car were needed to 
be encouraged and promoted through local transport agenda (pers. comm., Wilkinson, 2011), such as that outlined 
by ‘Smarter Choice’s (Goodwin and Jeffreys, 1991).   
5.1. Intra-Organizational versus Community Based Approach to Bus Service Design 
In the case of Pfizer, the organisation mainly focused on developing its own intra-organisational transport needs, 
whereas the University of Hertfordshire, through owning and operating its own bus company, adopted a more open, 
area-wide partnership model. The evidence indicates that Pfizer enjoyed success in reducing use of the private motor 
car that was sustained over a period, but that the local community benefitted little from the travel interventions 
implemented. The University of Hertfordshire also invested heavily in its own public transport network in the latter 
part of the twentieth century, as it changed from an engineering based Polytechnic, to a more service based 
University. The model was more inclusive, some of the services were subsidised by the University, and other routes 
could only be sustained through use by the general public and commuters employed by other organisations.  The 
model by design had and continues to be inclusive of non-university commuters, without which the UNO bus 
operation would not operate. Therefore both operations were, and in the case of the University still is dependent on a 
large donor organisation to subsidise routes. In the case of the University, the network has expended to what is seen 
today (over 100 vehicles serving forty plus routes), far more than in the Pfizer example, where only routes it need 
were subsidised.     
5.2. Defining Legacies 
Pfizer was undoubtedly one of the most successful major industry TP initiatives when it was developed. It is on a 
different scale to the University of Hertfordshire, which adopted a more community based network to Pfizer. The 
company recognised that at an early stage in its bus contract development, that pump priming could result in the bus 
service ceasing after payments had been made, but despite this knowledge, no claw back was provided in the 
contract. Stagecoach made no attempt at advising Pfizer of the reliability problems they had with the Compass 
Route, before they advised the Traffic Commissioners that they were withdrawing the service with the statutory 42 
days’ notice. In the 2003 contract, the high cost of the contract did eventually damage the service such that fare 
paying passengers were priced off. This is a clear example of where the commercial interest of an external bus 
operator can undermine the long term development of a sustainable bus network benefiting large organisations and 
their wider communities, as is the direct comparison in the case of the University and its wholly owned bus 
operation. 
Pfizer successfully reduced its impact on its local community from its employee travel and therefore this can be 
considered a successful model, especially with its unique daily financial subsidy for non-car users. This aspect is 
certainly something the University could benefit from adopting, should the political barriers (union and management 
support) to its introduction be overcome. Pfizer developed exemplar interventions as part of a TP, but when 
ultimately the company effectively closed its Sandwich operations, its TP interventions disappeared with it. 
However, the wider community did not benefit as much from the public transport interventions implemented, 
especially after Stagecoach withdrew the Compass service. Although there were some limited service subsidies and 
local cycle path improvements, the community could make little use of them, and therefore there was little legacy to 
the community, other than reduced traffic from vehicles and employment implications with Pfizer’s closure. If the 
company had continued to exist, the extent of its TP would still have been limited to reducing its own staff 
commuting by car, with little benefit to its surrounding communities. On the other hand, the University continues to 
provide an example of a ‘sustainable’ long term area wide travel planning solution that not only serves its needs, but 
also that of its wider community.  
Over a similar period to Pfizer, the University of Hertfordshire has permanently influenced and indeed changed 
the local bus network through its UNO bus operation, through developing it as an area wide solution that continues 
to adapt to meet its changing needs with that of the wider community. Through being a founding partner of the 
Network St Albans Quality Partnership, UNO has attempted to further embed itself within a long term area wide 
network and integrated travel planning solution to further benefit of the wider community. The partnership has 
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sought and received substantial funding, recently securing over £11 million of Local Sustainable Transport Funding, 
as well as Green Bus and European Regional Development Funding (ERDF) in support of local business travel 
planning activities. Pfizer’s travel interventions in comparison were solely provided and subsidised by the company 
itself, which in the medium term dried up with the closure of the site. Again, this left no long term legacy, as would 
be the case in the un-likely event of the University closing. By setting up a bus operation on the back of a large HE 
sector organisation, the likelihood of success has been proven, and long term and sustained investment on local 
public transport services and infrastructure secured. Whilst there will always be short term service changes and 
investment choices, when comparing Pfizer and the University, the latter appears to be the more sustainable model 
to follow. Indeed, the model adopted by Hertfordshire with its UNO operation, is now being exported to other 
Universities (i.e. as is the case with Northampton, with it launching a joint venture with Hertfordshire in 2012).      
The examples outlined in this paper provide two differing case studies which attempted, and to differing extents 
succeeded, in re-organizing local bus service provision. In conclusion, the case studies outlined indicated that it is 
possible to re-craft the provision of  local transport infrastructure and services on an area by an organisation (to its 
own benefit and/or its wider community) – but the approach has to be proactive and work in wider partnership with 
other organizations and wider community. 
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